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Abstract: The concept of “approximate reasoning” is central to Zadeh’s con-
tributions in logic. Standard fuzzy logic as we use today is only one potential
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1 Introduction
I perceive three central ideas in Zadeh’s wide conceptual construction in his work until now.
The ﬁrst one is that words and propositions in natural languages, consequently human thoughts
are not representable by standard sets and standard binary predicates. The second central idea
in many of Zadeh’s papers is that humans perform computations in an approximate manner that
real numbers can not represent well. The third idea, which Zadeh presented in his more recent
works, is that of granularity of human mental representations and reasoning. These three strong
points were represented by Zadeh in various forms and synthesized in the title of his paper on
“computing with words” [1].
Most frequently - and Zadeh himself is doing no exception - authors cite as the initial paper
clearly stating the approximate reasoning model the one published in the journal Information
Sciences, July 1975 [2]. However, another paper published in Synthese [3], during the same year,
deals with the main ideas in approximate reasoning, not to mention a conference paper published
in 1974.
The paper published in Synthese is important in several ways. First, it oﬀers clear explana-
tions of the meanings associated by Zadeh to the syntagme “approximate reasoning”. Second,
the paper was published in a well-established journal that “spans the topics of Epistemology,
Methodology and Philosophy of Science,” thus boldly reaching to a large audience in a set of
fundamental disciplines and daringly aﬃrming the importance of the new concepts. Third, the
paper is important for the Romanian scientists because it re-enforces the understanding of Grig-
ore Moisil’s contributions and the deep connections between Zadeh and Moisil. For an in-depth
coverage of the last topic, see [4], [5].
Zadeh starts the paper [3] from the common-sense remark that “It is a truism that much of
human reasoning is approximate rather than precise in nature.” From that remark, he builds a
broad program for research.
The program that Zadeh establishes remains, in my opinion, unﬁnished. In the abstract of
the paper discussed here, Zadeh states “Since T [the truth-value set] is not closed under the
operations of negation, conjunction, disjunction and implication, the results of an operation on
truth-values in T requires, in general, a linguistic approximation by a truth value in T .” With
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this clariﬁcation, classic fuzzy logic as we know today is not a proper representation of Zadeh’s
original ideas.
There are two ways to interpret the above quotation. The ﬁrst interpretation is in the frame of
the classic thinking and runs as follows. Because language is a set of propositions (we restrict the
discussion to truth-valuable propositions only), under whatever logic, all simple and composed
propositions have a truth value. Denoting the set of truth values by T , the above remark by
Zadeh has no eﬀect. Moreover, when deﬁning the truth-valuation function we already need to
know the set of truth values, which again makes ineﬀective Zadeh’s remark. Standard fuzzy logic
pursue this direction of thinking, as it starts with . Under this approach, as T is given, what is
needed is to deﬁne the logic operators for the respective logic.
The second interpretation is constructive. It may start with the assumption that language is
not predetermined and must be constructed as a recursive, dynamic process, as poets, writers,
other language professionals, and laymen do every day. Whenever a new proposition is invented,
it is assigned a meaning. The meaning includes what we conveniently name “truth”, a coverage
degree of the reality that we need for making inferences. The truth may or may not be numerically
representable. Moreover, the truth of a composed proposition may not be representable by the
truth of each of the initial propositions. Therefore, the “set of truth values” evolves continuously.
That, in turn, creates a stumbling block. Because we are supposed to know the truth of the
original sentences, but not of the result, how are we supposed to infer? The answer proposed by
Zadeh is that we still have an approximate truth in the initial set of truth values, approximating
the truth of the new proposition. He hypothesizes that there is always an inverse application,
which I will name projection, from the new truth set to the original one, indicating a truth degree
in the original set that approximates the truth degree of the composed proposition. That makes
our reasoning possible, if approximate.
This way of thinking, more or less directly suggested by Zadeh, opens the door to several
formal descriptions. I sketch below a loose formalism for the recursive approach.
Consider a language L = (fpg; c1; c2;    cr), where p denotes extant propositions and ck logic
operators (either unary or binary). Notice that L is an initial language, meaning that the initial
set fpg is evolvable, that is, it is recursively increased by adding propositions correctly formed
from the initial ones through logic operations. Assume that any proposition has a characteristic
named truth value. Thus, there is some set T of truth values (I use for this set the same notation
as Zadeh’s), as well as an application such that for any proposition p there is a truth value in T .
Also assume that any propositions can be concatenated to produce a new or extant proposition.
Whenever such proposition is new in the language, it has a characteristic truth value which is
not necessarily in T . We can regard the creation of new propositions (including those used for
reasoning) as producing an application T ! T 0 , as for the negation operator, or TT   ! T 0,
as for the connectives. The new T set which includes the original one. Moreover, for satisfying
Zadeh’s hypothesis, there is a projection operation #. Notice that whenever a new proposition
is produced, L is modiﬁed.
Because of T non-closure to logic operations, we can not talk about a T (proper) set for
a language. Instead, we can conceive an object named T -set that can be seen as a string
of sets, each generated recursively from the previous T -set or from a product of T -sets. The
string must be complemented by a string of applications from a T -set (or from a product of
such sets) to the next one in the sequence. Next, we need to allow for a construction where
the term approximate makes sense. Several mathematical constructions may be used in this
respect, namely the concept of topological space, where approximate may mean “in a vicinity
of”, the concept of metric space or one of its variants, as pseudo-metric space, where the term
approximate may be interpreted as “at a distance less than epsilon”, or a measurable space, where
the truth may be conceived as elements of the space and the approximation is interpreted as
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“the diﬀerence between the measures of the respective two truth values (here, a value can be
represented for example by a measurable set) is less than epsilon.” The version based on the
measurable spaces corresponds to the probabilities. The same version is adopted below, but with
no direct connection to probabilities.
The main requirements for the T -set are: i) The truth-attribute of a proposition is repre-
sented by an application  : L! T , where T is measurable. ii) For any two extant propositions
p1 and p2 and for any connective c, the new proposition p1cp2 has a truth degree such that
T[f(p1cp2)g is measurable and includes the measurable space T . iii) For any valid linguistic con-
struction that uses logic operators, there is an application # : T 0 ! T 0 , named back-projection.
iv) For any connective c, there is a formula fc such that #((p1cp2)) and fc((p1); (p2)) are two
points close enough in T .
Standard fuzzy logic obviously satisﬁes the above conditions, with T = T 0. Replacing the
measurable space with a metric one, we obtain another construction, which may be closer to
Zadeh’s intuition in [3]. Using distances d : T ! T , the conditions to satisfy are:
d(#(:p); 1  (p)) < "
d(#(p
^
q);min((p); (q)) < "
d(#(p
_
q);max((p); (q)) < ";
where " is the allowed approximation error.
As Grigore Moisil has done, Zadeh emphasizes in all his work how much language is funda-
mentally creative. By stating that “ T    is not closed under the logic operations,” he highlights
that there is always generation of new meaning, or at least an evolution of the meaning, whenever
a sentence is uttered. I believe that this is one of the fundamental contributions made by Zadeh’s
work until now.
Understanding the creative process in languages and in reasoning was signiﬁcantly elucidated
by Zadeh’s work, yet much remains to be done for deriving conclusions and theoretical develop-
ments in the directions pointed to by his works. The developments informally suggested above
may indicate several such directions, yet others may be put forward in a more formal manner
during the years to come.
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